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Abstract: The electronegativity equalization method, based on the equalization of the "effective electronegativity" of an atom 
(a) in a molecule (xa = -dE[N,v]fdNa; E = total molecular energy), allows the direct computation of the (atomic) charges 
qa and the average electronegativity x of molecules and solids. We now demonstrate how also other local and global quantities 
can be calculated directly: the molecular hardness fj = (.32EfSN2), the Fukui function (JXT)=(S2E/3NSv)) integrated over 
the atomic region/,, and the atomic equivalent of the two-variable linear response function (p(\,2) = (S2EfSo1V1)), p(a,ff). 
It is shown how all these (fundamental) quantities depend on the environment. 

Introduction 
The frontier-electron theory of Fukui1 has played a key role 

in developing a basic understanding of the chemical reactivity of 
molecules under attack of electrophilic or nucleophilic reagents. 
In particular, the valence-electron distribution, as it can be derived 
from the highest energy orbital (HOMO) electron density, is 
critical to identifying the reaction site for electrophilic substitution, 
while nucleophilic substitution is mainly determined by the 
characteristics of the lowest energy vacant orbitals (LUMO). 

It was demonstrated by Parr and Yang2 that most of the 
frontier-electron theory of chemical reactivity can be rationalized 
from the density functional theory of the electronic structure of 
molecules.3 For a system of N electrons with ground-state energy 
E[N,v], where v is the external potential acting on an electron 
due to the presence of all nuclei (and surrounding charges), several 
quantities of fundamental importance can be defined (see ref 3 
for fundamentals and reference to the original literature): the 
chemical potential of the electrons n (the negative of the elec
tronegativity x): 

M = QE/SN), = -X 
the "absolute hardness" as the sensitivity of n for a change in the 
number of electrons: 

V = (62EZdN2), = (dn/dN), 

the frontier function or Fukui function for a molecule, reflecting 
the reactivity of a site: 

fit) = [dp(r)/dN)0 = [8n/5v(r)]N 

where p(r) is the electron density function at point r. 
The search for an exact expression of the energy functional E[p] 

still being an active research topic, the question arises of how to 
explicitly calculate these quantities. This is even more desired 
since they provide the theoretical as well as experimental chemist 
with clear lines of thought. The above quantities are derived from 
first principles such that no limits are imposed on their applica
bility. 

The first and foremost choice is recurring to quantum chemistry, 
calculating the properties and the sensitivities of the electron 
density distribution function in an indirect way. Often, a fin
ite-difference approach is applied, such as, e.g., for calculating 
the Fukui function as -AqJAN at atom a for a change in the 
number of electrons of a molecule.4 A semiempirical approach 
to density functional theory, allowing the direct calculation of the 
average electronegativity and the atomic charges, was developed 
by Mortier et al.5'6 It is based on the equalization of the effective 
electronegativities of all atoms in a molecule (or solid), and the 
method was called E(lectronegativity) E(equalization) M(ethod).5,6 

f Present address: Exxon Chemical Holland, BCT, P.O. Box 7335, 3000 
HH Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

In the forthcoming paragraphs, we will demonstrate how other 
fundamental quantities can be calculated in a very transparent 
manner. Concomitant with the quantitative approach, it provides 
a powerful frame of thinking about the properties of molecules 
and solids and their interaction. 

The Electronegativity Equalization Method: EEM56 

Key to the method is an expression of the molecular energy 
as a function of the number of electrons on each atom, the nuclear 
charges and the molecular configuration (interatomic distances) 
in a way by which the electronegativity of an atom in a molecule 
can be explicitly calculated. The following expression meets these 
requirements. Using spherical atomic densities and a Taylor 
expansion for the intraatomic terms (of which only the first- and 
second-order terms are retained, ref 5), the total molecular energy 
is expressed as: 

E(Na,Ng...,Za,Z$...,RaS...) = E(Ea) = E = 

z\Ea* + na*(Na - Na°) + r,a*(Na - NJ>)2 + ... E°mn 

0*a\ Rap 2 Rap 2 RaB yj 

Na, Za (=Na°), and Rap are the number of electrons on atom a, 
the nuclear charge (= number of electrons for the neutral atom), 
and the internuclear distance, respectively. Ea*, xa", (~Ma*). and 
»)a* are the expansion coefficients in the expression for the in
traatomic energy. Since the variables are separated, we now can 
define the electronegativity of an atom in a molecule as 

Xo = -(6E/dNa)R^f... 

in analogy with the work of Politzer and Weinstein,7 for which 
we know that (for a molecule in the ground state) 

Xa = Xg = Xy = ••• = X 

Applying this to eq 1, we readily obtain as an expression for the 

(1) Fukui, K. Science (Washington D.C.) 1982, 218, 747-754. 
(2) Parr, R. G.; Yang, W. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1984, 106, 4049-4050. 
(3) Parr, R. G.; Yang, W. Density-Functional Theory of Atoms and 

Molecules; Oxford University Press: New York, 1989; The Internat. Ser. 
Monographs. Chem. 15. 

(4) Yang, W1; Mortier, W. J. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1986, 108, 5708-5711. 
(5) Mortier, W. J.; Ghosh, S. K.; Shankar, S. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1986, 

/05,4315-4320. 
(6) Van Genechten, K. A.; Mortier, W. J.; Geerlings, P. J. Chem. Phys. 

1987, 86, 5063-5071. 
(7) Politzer, P.; Weinstein, H. J. Chem. Phys. 1979, 71, 4218-4220. 
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electronegativity of an atom in a molecule (with qa = Za - Na) 

Xa = X.* + 2Va*qa + L I ^ - I (2) 
B*<*\Ka&) 

which, together with the condition of conservation of the charge 
of the molecule £<?„ = constant, allows the direct calculation of 
the charges and the average electronegativity by solving the set 
of n + 1 equations with n + 1 unknowns (n atomic charges and 
the average electronegativity). Expression 2 is different from the 
expression for the isolated-atom electronegativity (xa - X0

0 + 
2tia°qa) in the expansion coefficients and in the presence of the 
external potential surrounding the atoms. The latter is crucial 
in applying the electronegativity equalization concepts (especially 
to inorganic chemistry and organic molecules containing het-
eroatoms). 

The EEM method is easily extended to the solid state, using 
the Madelung potential at each site: 

V(rk) = dE,/dqk= Zqj/TkJ 

where 

1 ^ ^ . a'Qj 

which is introduced in the EEM formalism as 

quantities which can be directly calculated. 
The expansion coefficients x* and y* can be calibrated and the 

EEM method has been successfully applied to: accurately cal
culate the charge distribution in large molecules;5 calculate the 
charge redistribution in interacting molecules (something semi-
empirical quantum-chemical methods do not do so well);5 calculate 
the charge distribution in silicates (solid state), whereby a new 
concept "intrinsic framework electronegativity" was introduced, 
addressing the different properties of the solids with the same 
composition but with a different structure;'5 investigate the in
teraction of molecules adsorbed on solids; and investigate the 
acidity and the effects of isomorphous substitution on the solid-
state properties. 

Several physicochemical properties of molecules and solids and 
their interaction could be rationalized in this way. We refer to 
a review paper addressing applications to catalysis.8 

A disadvantage of the EEM method is that, in practice, only 
crystalline materials can be treated, since the structural infor
mation is calculated by making use of the space group symmetry 
(Ewald method). It should be mentioned that, although molecular 
charge distributions were consistently used, there is no objection 
to apply this method to bond charges and net atomic charges. The 
method, however, would then become much less general: each 
type of bond between atom pairs would have to be addressed 
separately. We now enjoy, e.g., only one calibration for carbon, 
independent of the hybridization state or its participation in a 
carboxyl group, linked to a hydroxyl or in nitrogen compounds, 
etc. Since its broad applicability has been demonstrated in organic 
as well as in inorganic systems, we are now in a position to take 
a closer look at the possibility of calculating other molecular 
quantities such as the energy and the Fukui function. 

The Molecular Energy 
Since E stands for the total molecular energy, it should be 

possible to obtain its value directly from eq 1 if the geometry is 
known. The parameters xa* and ija* have been calibrated ear-
lier''16 for several atom types so as to reproduce ab initio (STO-3G) 

(8) Mortier, W. J. In Emmelt Series on Catalysis; Moffat, J. B., Ed.; Van 
Nostrand: New York, 1990. 

(9) Uytterhoeven, L.; Lievens, J.; Van Genechten, K.; Mortier, W. J.; 
Geerlings, P. Preprints Con/. Eberswalde (GDR) 1987. 

Table I. x*> 1*. and E* Calibrated to STO-3G ab Initio Charges 
Relative to xo* = 8.5 (All Values in eV) 

atom type 

H (5+) 
H («-) 
C 
N 
O 
Al 
Si 
P 

X* 

4.408 77 
3.173 92 
5.68045 

10.59916 
8.5" 

-2.239 52 
1.33182 
2.905 41 

V* 

13.773 24 
9.917 10 
9.05058 

13.186 23 
11.082 87 
7.67245 
6.492 59 
6.294 15 

E* 

-15.55601 
-15.55601 

-1018.68433 
-1492.053 22 
-2007.41003 
-6502.835 45 
-7771.94043 
-9163.33203 

no.* 

65 
25 
19 

1 
26 
4 
6 
4 

"The Xo* value is a constant, fixed to 8.5 eV; see ref 9. 'Number of 
times the atom was included to establish the correlation presented for 
the Ea* parameters. 

Table II. Calibration of £„* (STO-3G) (AU Values in eV)° 
£(ab initio) £(EEM) C(EEM) 

" E(a.\> initio) = quantum-chemically calculated total energy; E-
(EEM) = total molecular energy using eq 1; C(EEM) = charge-de
pendent term of eq 1. 

charges, obtained by a Mulliken population analysis of a set of 
molecules. These are given in Table I and can be transferred for 
any atom from molecule to molecule (until now only equilibrium 
configurations have been investigated). However, the Ea* pa
rameters for an atom in a molecule are not yet known. It is here 
demonstrated that for each atom type the Ea* value can also be 
calibrated from ab initio (STO-3G) data (meanwhile keeping the 
Xa* and r}a* parameters constant), so as to reproduce the total 
molecular energy. Ea* is also transferable to different chemical 
environments. 

After calculating the charges by the EEM formalism and taking 
the total energy E of the molecule, the only unknowns in eq 1 are 
the Ea* values of the different atom types. We can write: 

ZEa* = E-C 
a 

where C is the charge-dependent term on the right-hand side of 
eq 1 (see also Table II). It is then possible to obtain the values 
of Ea* for the atom types involved by least-squares fitting methods. 
This has been done for C, H, O, N, P, Si, and Al using the 25 
molecules listed in Table II. The optimized geometries were 
obtained from the quantum-chemical (STO-3G) calculations used 
in the calibration of xa* and va*-9 The calibrated Ea* values so 
obtained are compiled in column 4 of Table I. In column 5 the 
number of times the atom was included, to establish the correlation 
presented, is reported. 

These Ea* values were subsequently used for calculating the 
energies of the molecules in the calibration set. We indeed see 
that we are able to reproduce the quantum-chemical results with 

CH3OH 
Ĉ  ri3Cwri2C-.nl 3 

CH3OCH3 

CH3NH2 

CH3F 
CH2F2 

CHF3 

CF4 

CH3CH2F 
H3PO2 

H3PO3 

P(OH)3 

PH3 

H2CO 
CH3CHO 
(CH3J2CO 
HSi(OH)3 

Si(OH)4 

SiH4 

H2Si(OH)2 

H3SiOSiH3 

Al(OH)3 

HAl(OH)2 

H2AlOH 
H3Al 

-3 089.755 30 
-3180.632 36 
-4139.76097 
-2 588.709 30 
-3 732.558 67 
-6 384.553 81 
-9036.939 30 

-11689.58492 
-4782.376 55 

-13228.197 02 
-15 236.776 45 
-15233.75134 
-9212.08491 
-3 057.29304 
-4107.37295 
-5 157.40414 

-13 862.43067 
-15872.10088 

-7 834.499 87 
-11852.725 84 
-17648.51830 
-12580.94053 
-10570.81477 

-8 560.638 20 
-6 550.59479 

-3 088.95166 
-3180.775 63 
-4138.62549 
-2 589.82446 
-3733.184 57 
-6385.18018 
-9037.070 31 

-11688.855 47 
-4783.085 45 

-13227.58594 
-15 236.80469 
-15236.41992 

-9210.01660 
-3 057.538 82 
-4107.498 05 
-5 157.457 03 

-13 862.02246 
-15871.29102 

-7 834.739 26 
-11852.81543 
-17 648.027 34 
-12579.71680 
-10570.406 25 

-8 561.11035 
-6 551.79248 

-0.633 14 
-0.27417 
-0.51044 
-1.306 37 
-2.199 75 
-4.11946 
-5.93309 
-7.641 47 
-2.304 72 
-2.765 07 
-4.573 27 
-4.188 37 
-0.01460 
-0.33241 
-0.49494 
-0.65714 
-5.627 94 
-7.485 55 
-0.574 25 
-3.82991 
-3.398 05 
-7.98164 
-6.08214 
-4.19707 
-2.28900 

ri3Cwri2C-.nl
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Scheme I 
E[N,v] 

0£/3N):n(-Z) (SEISv):p(x) — - qa 

y x / x 
[S2EIdN2Yr] (S2EIdNSv): f(r) --*- fa (S2BSv1Sv2Vp(M) --*• p(afi) 

a satisfactory accuracy (see Table II). The largest deviations are 
found for P-containing compounds. This is reasonable since only 
a small calibration set (of three molecules) was used for obtaining 
the xa* and ?j0* parameters of P,'6 which can lead to deviations 
in the charge-dependent term. 

At the same time this confirms the hypothesis that the Ea* 
parameters are transferable to different chemical environments. 
Note that Y.aEa*

 c a n o n ' y s e r v e a s a rough estimate of E, since 
the other term (C) does contribute significantly to the energy. 
Moreover, the charge-dependent term is the only remaining one 
when evaluating energy differences between molecules of identical 
chemical composition. Optimization of the molecular geometry 
with the EEM formalism has at this moment not yet been ex
plored. 

The Second Derivatives 
Parr and Nalewajski10 suggested that it should be possible to 

express various physically important responses of a system to small 
perturbations in terms of an arbitrarily chosen set of independent 
basic derivatives of the original energy functional E[N,v], for 
example, (dE/dN), (S2EfSN2), (S2EfSNSv), (.82EfSvJv2) including 
(S2EfSv1

2), and (SEfSv), the first three being already defined in 
the Introduction. See Scheme I, where p( 1,2), is the "two-variable 
linear response function".3 Using the EEM formalism, we already 
were able to calculate the energy, the average electronegativity 
(~n), and the charge distribution (finite-difference approach to 
p(?)). We can easily address also the second derivatives, of which 
flr) and p(l,2) describe the change in electron density upon a 
perturbation of the system by changing the number of electrons 
or the external potential, respectively. 

The Fukui Function 
The derivation of eq 2 with respect to the total number of 

electrons gives: 

9+ 

where jj is now the global hardness of the molecule 
U) (3) 

and 

" XdNj0 ~\dNjv 

corresponds to an integration off(r) over the atomic region of 
atom a. The Fukui function ftj) is normalized and also Y.cfa = 

1. This follows from the normalization of the electron density 
distribution function: 

fp(r)dr = N 

which gives after differentiation with respect to A': 

dp(r) dN r 

" S v - * - S v - 1 - J ^ W * - ^ - (4) S 
Equations 3 and 4 again form a set of n + 1 equations with n + 
1 unknowns: n times fa and T), which can be exactly solved if the 

(10) Nalewajski, R. R.; Parr, R. G. J. Chem. Phys. 1982, 77, 399-407. 

molecular configuration as well as the expansion coefficients are 
known. The atomic Fukui function can in this way directly be 
calculated and immediately applies to the solid state. Some 
examples are given below. 

A distinction has been made between f*, f~, and/* for a nu-
cleophilic, electrophilic, and radical attack, respectively. This 
merely stems from the different curvature and possible discon
tinuity of the E(N - Z) curve for a single atom at (N-Z) - 0. 
For atoms in a molecule it is highly unlikely that the perturbations 
we study involve a change in sign of the atomic charges. Therefore, 
we will constantly have two sets of atoms: negatively charged and 
positively charged ones. For a nucleophilic (electrophilic) attack, 
we need to consider the negatively (positively) charged atoms only, 
and those for which the Fukui function is the largest will be the 
most reactive. 

The Two-Variable Linear Response Function 
In a similar way, we can calculate p(a,ff), an integration of 

p(\,2) over the atomic regions: 

and pM ={dvX 
What we are looking for is the change in the electron density 
distribution at all atoms in the molecule, caused by a theoretical 
change (dt>J in the external potential at atom a only. We 
therefore need to add dva in the expression of the effective elec
tronegativity (of atom a), viz.: 

X = Xa* + 2v, ••<-+4T-) 
0*a\Kat)/ 

+ dv„ (5) 

which yields after differentiation with respect to va and making 
use of the obvious fact that we accept electronegativity equalization 
and that 

\dva(Na))N
=\-dva(qa))N

=fa 

= 2Va*p(ca) + L H—— + 1 
0*a\ Ka0 J 

fa = 

and for any atom /3: 

(6) 

(7) 

In this case, since 

-T-(EA*,.) = 0 
dva i 

we also have the constraint 

Zp(i,a) = 0 

We again can write a set of n + 1 equations (1 of type 6 and (n 
- 1) of type 7, together with the restrictive condition) with n + 
1 unknowns, i.e.,/„ and n p(i,a) (i = a,0,...) values, describing 
the system's response to a local change in the external potential 
at atom a. 

Numerical Example 
Note that it is also possible with EEM to obtain the /„ and 

p(fi,ot) values indirectly by calculating Ax/Ai>a or -Aqa/AN and 
Aqs/Ava, respectively. The strength of the foregoing method is 
that it allows a direct calculation of these quantities, and that these 
can also be obtained by different paths which are self-consistent. 
This is illustrated by the following numerical example for a water 
molecule. 
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Table III. E (eV), x (eV), and q for Water with and without 
Perturbation 

a 
AN = Q 
Au = 0 

b 
AN 

(+0.01) 

c 
Au0 

(+0.1) 

d 
Au11, 

(+0.1) 
E 
<7o 
QH1 

< ? H 2 

X 

-0.763 76 
-0.373 35 
+0.18667 
+0.18667 
+5.76693 

-0.82056 
-0.37667 
+0.183 33 
+0.183 33 
+5.59418 

-0.782 31 
-0.38247 
+0.19124 
+0.19124 
+5.80013 

-0.75437 
-0.368 78 
+0.18163 
+0.18715 
+5.80033 

Table IV. Comparison of Charges, Molecular Electronegativity (eV), 
and Hardness (eV), and Atomic Sensitivities, Calculated Directly (a) 
and Obtained by a Finite Difference Approach (b) for a Water 
Molecule 

Qo 
<?H 
X 
V 
/o 
So 
/H 
/H 
P(H1O) 
P(O1O) 
P(O1H1) 
P(H11H1) 
P(H21H1) 

a 
-0.373 35 
+0.18667 
+5.76693 
17.275 12 

+0.33197 
+0.33197 
+0.33402 
+0.33402 
+0.045 63 
-0.091 26 
+0.045 63 
-0.05040 
+0.00477 

b 
-0.37100 
+0.187 80 
+5.68000 
17.27500 

+0.33200 
+0.33200 
+0.33400 
+0.33400 
+0.045 70 
-0.09120 
+0.045 70 
-0.05040 
+0.004 80 

2[A£/Au0]„ 
2[A£/AuH]„ 
-[AEfAN]11 
-[AX/A7VL 
+ [Ax/Au0]N 

-[AWAM, 
-[AqH/AN]v 
+ [Ax/AvH]N 
+ [Aq„/Av0]N 
+ [AW Au0]w 
+ [A<?0/AuH|];v 
+ [A^H./AUHJW 

N 

In a first step the energy, the electronegativity, and the charges 
are calculated for the unperturbed water molecule by using eq 
1 and 2 (see Table IHa). Since Ea* values are transferable, these 
were omitted in the calculations (the total energy being the sum 
of the values in Table III and the charge-independent term (2£H* 
+ E0*)). In a second, third, and fourth step, three perturbations 
are imposed on the system: the total charge is set to -AN instead 
of zero for the neutral molecule (constant v)\ a local potential AD0 

is set on the oxygen atom, viz.: 

X = Xo* + 2v0*q0 + E 
0*O\ K08 J 

+ Ay0 

the other equations (for H and for the total charge) remaining 
unchanged (constant N); and the same is done for a perturbation 
at the hydrogen atom (AyH). 

Again, in each case the energy, the electronegativity, and the 
charges are calculated by using eq 1 and 2. The results for the 
three perturbations are represented in Table III, b, c, and d, 
respectively. This allow us to estimate several quantities within 
a finite difference approach as is illustrated in Table IV. The 
values are compared with those obtained by direct calculation. 
The small differences are obviously caused by the numerical 
approximation in the indirect approach. Note that 

P(H1O) = />(0,H) or 
\6v0)N V ^ H / * 

This is a Maxwell relation describing the symmetry of polariza-
bilities (with respect to the indices): if a perturbation (dv) at atom 
a produces a charge shift dq on atom /3, this perturbation at atom 
(3 will lead to the same charge shift on atom a. 

The question arises further about the numerical value of the 
Fukui function. We may compare our results with a study by 
Geerlings et al." who calculated/H

+ for the bridging proton in 
X2H-Si-OH-Al-HX2, where X = H or F. The calculation was 
done using 3-2IG as basis set, and the integrated Fukui function 
was evaluated as -AqH/AN. Our calculated values for this 
molecule are smaller, but the trend is certainly valid (Figure 1). 
Remember also that our calibration of x* and y* is done by 

(11) Langenaeker, W.; De Decker, M.; Geerlings, P.; Raymaekers, P. J. 
MoI. Struct. (THEOCHEM) 1990, 207, 115-130. 

I 
• 

« 
2 
2 • 
! 
! 

! 

I 

U.4» 

0 .3* 

0.1* 

0.1« 

• 

(0,0) 

x 

(1,0) 

Ly/ 

/ A 

(0,1) 

"̂ 
/^ / S 

/ A 

(1,1) 

(2,2) y 

/ / 
yS 

• .CO 0.70 0.8« 0.90 

f(H), directly ctlcllited (EEM) ("101I 

Figure 1. Comparison of/H
+ for the bridging proton in X2H-Si-OH-

Al-HX2 with X = H or F1 calculated indirectly (-Aq^jAN) (3-21G) and 
fn calculated directly (see text); (a, b) = FaH(3.a)-Si-OH-Al-H(3.b)Fb. 

STO-3G where the charges are much less accentuated, which may 
explain (in part) the numerical differences. Interesting in this 
respect is that it could be shown that the "probing" capacity of 
the Fukui function is not lost by the highly approximate integration 
performed when condensing it via a Mulliken population analysis.11 

Discussion 
It is interesting to concentrate on the meaning of the above 

equations. These allow one not only to quantitatively evaluate 
several partial derivatives that constitute a sensitivity analysis of 
the system, but they also can serve as a tool for rationalizing and 
predicting the outcome of molecular interactions and perturbations. 
As an example we focus on eq 3. 

The molecular hardness (ij) is a structure- and composition-
dependent global parameter such as x- It can be associated with 
molecular polarizability and its value depends on the covalent/ionic 
character of the bonding between atoms in a molecule (or crys
tal).12 By definition, the inverse of r\ is the global softness of the 
molecule: S = 1/TJ. 

At the right-hand side of eq 3, we are dealing with local 
properties. In a similar way as the external potential at atom a 

results from the surrounding charges, 

Fn AT) 
can be identified with the softness of the environment of atom 
a (a measure of the (possibility of) charge shifts around a). This 
is perhaps more clearly established when normalizing the hardness 
to one, viz.: 

1 = 2r,a*sa + E 
a\Kaff/ 

+ s„ (8) 

where sa =fjf) is the local softness and Sa is a kind of "external 
softness potential". As a result we have £,sa = S which illustrates 
the additivity of local softnesses (to group softnesses). It is seen 
that there exists a linear relation between the softness of an atom 
( s j and its environment (Sa), as has already been demonstrated 
in the literature.13 

It is interesting to examine the implications of eq 3 for the 
understanding of molecular interactions. Every interaction will 
cause a change in Sa which necessarily must cause shifts in the 
/ a ' s . Certain atoms of the molecule must become softer; others 

(12) Baekelandt, B. G.; Mortier, W. J.; Schoonheydt, R. A. Accepted for 
publication in Modelling of Structure and Reactivity in Zeolites; Catlow, R. 
C. A., Ed.; Academic Press: New York. 

(13) Nalewajski, R. F.; Korchowieck, J.; Zhou, Z. Int. J. Quantum Chem: 
Quantum Chem. Symp. 1988, 22, 349-366. 
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will become harder. We must therefore not only see a polarization 
of the interacting molecules (adjustment of the charge distribution) 
but also a change in the atomic polarizabilities (changes in/„). 
Of course, the average global hardness will also be affected. A 
potential application of eq 3 lies in the linearity between sa and 
Sa. We will "soften" an atom by substitution of soft for hard atoms 
around it. 

Up to now we have dealt with the sensitivity analysis of the
oretical perturbations. The question arises as to what extent these 
are related to real physical perturbations and whether the changes 
in electron density correlate with those predicted via t h e / s (and 
eventually p's). It has been established14 that in aluminosilicates 

(14) Patton, R. L.; Flanigen, E. M.; Dowell, L. G.; Passoja, D. E. ACS 
Symp. Ser. 1977, No. 40, 64. 

(15) Van Genechten, K. A.; Mortier, W. J.; Zeolites 1988, S, 273-283. 
(16) Uytterhoeven, L.; Mortier, W. J.; Geerlings, P. J. Phys. Chem. Solids 

1989, 50, 479-486. 

Si (Si Ks line) is more sensitive to compositional changes than 
Al. A study of isomorphous substitution of Si by Al in the zeolite 
framework revealed that the Fukui function of Si is much larger 
than that of Al.12 Moreover, this sensitivity increases with in
creasing Si/Al ratio, i.e., with increasing covalent character of 
the bonds in the crystal (the global softness also increases). This 
further illustrates the importance of the environment (and 
structure) for local and global softness and hardness concepts. 

It must be stressed that real perturbations, however, differ from 
theoretically predicted ones in that they are not infinitesimal and, 
for dva, that they are not restricted to one single atom in the 
molecule. It is therefore more realistic to explicitly calculate the 
charge shifts in interacting molecules using the original EEM 
equation (eq 2). 
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